JEWELLERY

Chanel

transforms
the tikka
A piece of jewellery
that has been worn for
centuries in South Asia
may be on its way to
becoming the statementmaking must-have for
the open-minded and
fashion-forward woman.
By Hafsa Lodi
About 50 per cent of the population in the
United Arab Emirates hails from South Asia,
so it’s no wonder that shopping centres like
Meena Bazaar and Satwa thrive after the sun
sets over the bustling streets of Dubai. But
though the fashionably-minded elite of the
Emirates may have kept their distance from
these substandard shopping destinations, they
may now have reason to pay them a visit: to
search for the hottest new statement jewellery.
Karl Lagerfeld wrapped up 2011 by designing
an Indian-inspired pre-fall 2012 collection for
Chanel’s “Métiers d’Art” line in Paris. His use
of dramatic draping, embellished necklines
and bold metallic fabrics hit the Indian
theme impeccably, and his theatrical styling
for the runway show completed the pristine
presentation of the collection. Models were
decked out in dramatic Eastern jewellery to
complement their outfits – long, layered strands
of beads and pendants hung from necks, while
chunky cuffs and bracelets attached to rings
by chains, decorated dainty hands. But the
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most captivating accessories of all were those
which adorned the models’ heads.
Almost all the girls who walked down the
makeshift white runway in the banquet hall
in Paris wore ornately designed tikkas, (teekahs). A tikka is a pendant or ornament, often
embellished with elaborate jewelled designs,
that rests on a woman’s forehead, and hangs
from a chain that is placed along the middle
parting of her hair. Traditionally, tikkas were
worn in regions of South Asia to ward off
evil and bad luck. They were mostly used by
brides on their wedding days, to represent the
unity of two souls becoming one. Similar to
tikkas are jhoomars, which are traditionally
worn on the right side of the bride’s head.
Also known as a ‘side’ tikka, it is worn as a
good luck token. The jhoomar completes the
bride’s head jewellery, and is often worn on
both sides of the head.
Instead of wearing jhoomars, some brides also
wear tikkas that are attached to earrings or
nose rings by gold, silver or jewelled chains.
Lagerfeld included a few of these on his models
as well, giving them a gothic and rebellious
appearance, especially when combined

with their thickly lined black eye-makeup.
The overall effect was ‘something between
mysterious and rock and roll,’ said Chanel
makeup artist Peter Phillips.
As the South Asian wedding season comes
to a wrap in the Emirates, we bid farewell to
the customs that take place behind garden
gates and the closed doors of lavish villas and
hotel ballrooms until they return next winter.
And though we can expect to see many more
bridal tikkas then, we can’t help but wonder
if we’ll spot some on stylish, non-South Asian
residents of the Emirates, outside the wedding
halls or Indian-themed galas. After all, there’s
no doubt that a tikka makes an exquisitely
bold fashion statement.
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